EMORY DANCE and MOVEMENT STUDIES

Intersections of mind and body are reflected in history and in the poetic sensibilities of the body.

All events are in the Dance Studio, Schwartz Center for Performing Arts

Catelli Dance Projects
Corpus Mysteriis
SEPTEMBER 18-20, 8:00PM
$15; $12 discount category members; $8 students
Gregory Catelli and his collaborators explore the fragile beauty and incredible resilience that our bodies possess.

Meet the Choreographer: Bebe Miller
A Creativity Conversation
SEPTEMBER 24, 2:30PM, FREE
Anna Leo and Bridget Roosevelt of Emory and Agnes Scott College will chat with visiting artist Bebe Miller about her creative process and the restaging of Miller's work, Prey.

Friends of Dance Lecture
Dance is a Weapon: Choreographing Protest During the Great Depression
Dr. Victoria Phillips, Columbia University
OCTOBER 6, 7:30PM, FREE
Dr. Victoria Phillips discusses Jane Dudley's Time is Money (1936) as both concert dance and a work of protest. The presentation features a live performance by former members of the Martha Graham Dance Company.

Twilight Salon:
Three Versions of Warrior Woman Pantoum
OCTOBER 24, 6:30PM, FREE; RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
Anna Leo invites the audience to discuss three distinct versions of her Warrior Woman Pantoum, performed by Agnes Scott dance professor Bridget Roosevelt, Laurel Lawson of Atlanta's physically integrated company Full Radius Dance, and members of Moving in the Spirit's Junior Company. Refreshments will be served.

Emory Dance Company
NOVEMBER 7-9, 8:00PM; NOVEMBER 10, 2:00PM
$15; $12 discount category members; $8 students
Emory dancers perform works by five distinctive contemporary choreographers: world-renowned choreographer Bebe Miller, Sarah Barry (University of Alabama), Tara Lee (Atlanta Ballet), and faculty members Gregory Catelli and Tara Shepard Myers.

Fieldwork Showcase
DECEMBER 7, 5:00PM, FREE
Atlanta artists premier new work in various disciplines. Co-sponsored by CORE Performance Company and The Field.

Event Details: WWW.DANCE.EMORY.EDU
Box Office: 404-727-5050